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Newsletter for the outing at Morgan Bay August 2022 
 
Karen and Charlie went early on Thursday just to see which sites we had and 

where to put the braai. 

  

Friday morning Karen and Charlie arrived first and set up their Skipper  

trailer and brought down their braai and brazier. They decided to face the sea 

although Charles still felt they should have their back to the sea and face the 

sun. As normal Karen got her own way! Although the hotel had said they 

would have to work on getting us close together on sites , the camp was pretty 

empty for the first two nights which was a relief, as we can be a pretty noisy 

bunch, especially when we party. The other members arrived and set up and 

Peta arrived for an evening visit. As they had further to travel, we had chilli 

tortillas with guacamole and bolognaise wraps for the kids for dinner made 

by Karen. Normal chit chat and banter around the fire! There were only two 

bags of wood provided by the Ramsays, so it was used sparingly to keep us 

warm. Everyone else was of course, fined on Sunday. The party got on the go 

with Lexi and Warren providing the vibes and Madalaine jiving with the 

speaker! 

 

Saturday morning some of the ladies took a stroll to the hotel to buy some of 

Jax’ morning bakes. We then all went to Yellowwood Forest to the market. 

During the afternoon some people went for a stroll on the beach,  kids did some 

rock painting & some ladies played Rummikub in the sun. 

Charlie prepared the braai and brazier ready for the evening.  

At about 4.30 we walked to the hotel and with a bit of sweet talk got a place on 

the veranda where we could see the rugby through an open window. After a 

drink or five and a very exciting game, we returned and found some of 

Karen’s birthday visitors had arrived and were chatting to her. The braai was 

already lit and the brazier on the go. A few more visitors arrived and we all 

braaied. We were fairly quiet after all the excitement at the rugby and as we 

were then surrounded by campers from The 4 Wheel Drive Club of SA, P.E. 

branch, we had to keep volumes down.  



Sunday morning was rather damp and drizzly. Warren was man down for 

the whole day with a tummy bug. There wasn’t much to do so we lounged 

around and the Boeing went over early. Gillian, Morne and Jocelyn fished 

and caught a tiddler. It was sad to see that all the paint had washed off of the 

rocks.  We played some exciting card games in the afternoon and Indaba was 

held at about 4pm with Gillian and Lexi standing in for the whole committee. 

Great job ladies! In the evening we all went to the deck for pizza but as they 

were out of bases, we made other choices. Later, there was some socializing in 

the tents. 

 

MONDAYMORNING 05.30 WELCOME TO THE WILD COAST! 

We woke up with our tents being pounded by 120 km/hour winds coming 

straight off the sea. All rushed out in our pyjamas to hold our tents down. The 

wind did not stop. For over an hour and a half! We were all soaked through. 

Belongings were trying to escape and branches were crashing off the trees. The 

PE 4WD club who were already packed to leave, rallied round and helped 

everywhere they could, including setting up a coffee and food station in the 

new rec room. They even looked after our Trekkertjies! The Wittstocks side tent 

split down the middle and poles bent over. A branch fell on Shaun’s car 

causing big damage to bonnet and other parts of his vehicle. Ashley got hit in 

the face with a table that took off in the wind and broke her nose. Gillian’s 

tent suffered bent poles. Karen and Charlies Skipper moved back about two 

feet and even though they put extra guy ropes on the trailer. Seth and Reid’s 

tent was flattened and Warren helped take it down.  Another trailer tent was 

not so lucky and blew over on its side with a pole coming out and going 

through the owner’s car window. Warren and Lexi were OK with some help 

from friends as they were pretty well protected from the brunt of the wind. 

Once we had taken down or secured our tents we went to the rec room in the 

caravan park and were served with coffee and unanimously decided to pack 

up and go home early, with most of our stuff soaking wet and just chucked in 

anywhere. 

 

What an experience!! 

 

A special mention to Shaun for tweaking the braai fire and lighting the 

bompie in the bonfire on Saturday, to Tracey, who seemed to magically return 

our belongings from all over the campsite and to Lexi and Warren who held 

onto our tent with us and rescued Seth and Reid from their collapsed tent! 





 


